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🍿Lordy, there are tapes🍿 
 
Flynn told Mueller people tied to Trump and Congress
tried to obstruct probe 
 
Flynn even provided a VM recording 
 
A fed judge ordered transcripts re: Flynn's convos w/ RU
officials by 5/31. 
 
Felix Sater gave feds 5 OBL telephone numbers, b/4 9/11.

0:00

🍿Lordy2🍿 

 

Sater said in written remarks to lawmakers that he “provided crucial intelligence

information” about Osama bin Laden and al-Qaida “before and after the 9/11
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attacks.”  

 

Trump boasted he “pointed” out OBL before the 2001 World Trade Center attacks in

one of his books

🍿Lordy3🍿 

 

Most of Sater’s cooperation with the gov’t still remains officially secret. 

 

Barr: “Madam Speaker, did you bring your handcuffs?” 

 

Pelosi smiled and indicating that “the House Sergeant at Arms was present at the

ceremony should an arrest be necessary.”

0:00

🍿Lordy4🍿 

 

📌@GOP condone the violent rape of women if a child is conceived. However once

born, they can care less if mother & child thrives or dies.  

 

MO Senate GOP pass 8-week abortion ban 

 

📌This is all about control & has nothing to do w/ the well being of mothers & babies.
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🍿Lordy5🍿 

 

Two Republicans in Georgia Actually Fist-Bumped After Banning Abortion 

 

📌Remember, this is not about babies, but rather imposing power & control over

women.. 

 

With the Alabama Abortion Ban, Republicans Rule Embryos Are People (but Women

Aren’t & are merely vessels.)

🍿Lordy6🍿 
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Flynn told SCO about efforts to interfere "both b/4 & after his guilty plea, where

either he or his attys rec’d comms from persons connected to the Adm or Congress

that could have affected both his willingness to cooperate & the completeness of that

cooperation.”

🍿Lordy7🍿 

 

Flynn told Mueller about attempts to obstruct Russia probe 

 

Flynn cooperated with prosecutors on WIKILEAKS investigation, sharing internal

statements made by senior Trump campaign officials discussing the prospect of

reaching out to Wikileaks (GRU). 

 

#GameSetMatch

🍿Lordy8🍿 

 

Ukraine Prosecutor Says No Evidence of Wrongdoing by Bidens 

 

Hunter Biden, Burisma not targets, despite Giuliani’s pleas 

 

Rep. Jerry Nadler: "The president's policy now, the president's posture now is making

it impossible to rule out impeachment or anything else."
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🍿Lordy9🍿 

 

Trump's tariffs are equivalent to one of the largest tax increases in decades 

 

Leader: Angela Merkel says the postwar world order is over & calls for Europe to

stand up to China, Russia, & the US 

 

5 more US states sue OxyContin maker Purdue Pharma over opioid epidemic
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🍿Lordy10🍿 

 

Committee Launches Investigation into Trump Administration’s Secret Ethics

Waivers 

 

📌Deutsche Bank Had to Know of Bribes, Says Man Who Paid Them 

 

North Korea's newest missile appears designed to evade US defenses 

 

Global virus fear prompts update for old Windows

🍿Lordy11🍿 

 

Poll says that 56% of Americans don't want kids taught Arabic numerals. We have

some bad news 

 

Arabic numerals are the ones we use.  

 

In India’s Elections, Female Candidates Still Need Men’s Blessings 

 

CFPB's Kraninger Says Edu Dept Is Blocking Student Loan Oversight
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🍿Lordy12🍿 

 

Chelsea Manning Is Heading Back To Jail After Refusing Again To Testify About

WikiLeaks 

 

Is Chelsea Manning’s involved in the mystery GJ case & could it be US vs WL? 

 

If so, the case consists of charging WL with conspiring with RU, including Manning’s

original leak.

🍿Lordy13🍿 

 

'Possible' More FL Counties Than Now Known Were Hacked In 2016 

 

Trump declares national emergency over IT threats 

 

In a letter obtained by NPR, reveal widespread wrongdoing by student loan

companies is costing borrowers thousands of dollars.
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🍿Lordy14🍿 

 

Trump fully pardons Conrad Black 

Black was found guilty in 2007 on 3 counts of mail fraud & one for obstruction of

justice.  

 

Turkey Snubs US Request to Delay Russian Missile Purchase 

 

Trump, frustrated by advisers, is not convinced the time is right to attack Iran🙄

🍿Lordy15🍿 

 

Trump’s Latest Move Takes Straight Shot at Huawei’s Business 

 

US companies are barred from using foreign telecoms believed to pose NatSec risks. 

 

It also gives the secretary of commerce the power to "prohibit transactions posing an

unacceptable risk to the NatSec"
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🍿Lordy16🍿 

 

Stacey Abrams is determined to end voter suppression & empower all people to

participate in our democracy. 

 

India's Muslims fear for their future under Narendra Modi 

 

Greek CNN reporter Mina Karamitrou's car bombed 

 

May to agree departure after latest Brexit deal bid

🍿Lordy17🍿 

 

Adidas AG, Hennes & Mauritz AB, Kraft Heinz Co., Coca-Cola Co. and Gap Inc. , have
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become entangled in China’s campaign to forcibly assimilate its Muslim population. 

 

House committee chairmen demand inv’n into RU oligarch’s (Oleg Deripaska) 200M

investment in 🐢’s KY

🍿Lordy18🍿 

 

China arrests 2 Canadians over espionage claims amid diplomatic tensions 

 

The US will not be joining the Christchurch Call for Action, a push by NZ & France to

encourage tech companies & countries to work together to end the use of social media

in acts of terrorism.

🍿Lordy19🍿 

 

Dem lawmakers will read aloud the redacted version of MR on the floor of the US

House of Reps. 

 

Mueller Testimony to Congress Stalled by Executive-Privilege Claim 

 

Legal questions could limit Mueller from commenting on matters beyond redacted

version of his report
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0:00

🍿Lordy20🍿 

 

Treasury Targets Additional Individuals Involved in the Magnitsky Case & Gross

Violations of Human Rights in Russia 

 

Feds are asking NM victims of Epstein to come forward. 

 

Trump adm showers Brazilian crooks with $62M bailout money meant for struggling

U.S. farmers

https://pbs.twimg.com/media/D6vFpEQVUAIC-tK.jpg


🍿Lordy21🍿 

 

GozNym an int’l crime gang which used malware to steal $100m from more than 40k

victims has been dismantled. 

 

Turkey rebuffed a U.S. request to postpone the purchase of a Russian missile-defense

system in a move that could further strain ties between the NATO allies.

🍿Lordy22🍿 

 

US cancels $929M in CA high speed rail funds after appeal rejected 

 

The gov’t has filed a sealed doc in the Flynn case. 

 

There's still another month before the next update on his sentencing / cooperation. 

 

Giant Trump tweeting on toilet robot joining London protests
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🍿Lordy22🍿 

 

Grahamov intros bill to extend detention of migrant children from 20 to 100 days 

 

📌Who benefits? Private prisons.  

 

Ex-MillerCoors VP gets 3 1⁄2 years in prison for fraud 

A judge said he ‘gave in to greed,’ filing hundreds of phony estimates and invoices.
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🍿Lordy23🍿 

 

Trump Files His Financials 

 

Disguising Hate: Radical Evangelicals Spread Anti-Islamic Vitriol on FB 

 

A small group of radical evangelical Christians is repurposing FB pages and PACs to

build a coordinated, pro-Trump network that spreads hate and conspiracy theories.

🍿Lordy24🍿 

 

“Judge Sullivan demands that public gets to learn everything Trump's lawyer John

Dowd said in voice mail to Flynn's lawyer. In his calls, Dowd appeared to suggest it

wasn't good idea for Flynn to cooperate, it would upset Trump” 

 

IM Pei, Master Architect Dies at 102
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‼ Lordy, there are tapes‼  

 

Flynn told Mueller people tied to Trump and Congress tried to obstruct probe 

 

Flynn even provided a voicemail recording of one such communication, the court

papers say. 

Flynn told Mueller that people tied to Trump and Congress tried to obs…
Michael Flynn told investigators that people linked to the Trump administration and
Congress reached out to him to influence his cooperation, prosecutors say.

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/justice-department/flynn-told-mueller-people-tied-tru…

A lawyer for Trump left a VM for Flynn’s atty. If, he said, “there's info that implicates

the President, then we've got a NatSec issue, . .. so, you know, . . .we need some kind

of heads up. Um, just for the sake of protecting all our interests if we can.” 
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Breaking down the 140 pages detailing how Trump fought Mueller
Over more than two years, Trump tried to pressure law enforcement officials, back-
channel to witnesses and deter inquiries into his murky relationship with Russia.

https://www.politico.com/story/2019/04/19/trump-stymie-russia-investigation-1282652

“A federal judge has ordered prosecutors to file transcripts with the court Ret. Lt.

Gen. Michael Flynn's conversations with Russian officials by May 31st.” 

Tom Winter
@Tom_Winter

BREAKING / NBC News: A federal judge has ordered 
prosecutors to file transcripts with the court Ret. Lt. Gen. Michael 
Flynn's conversations with Russian officials by May 31st.  
 
The order follows newly un-redacted filings in the case today:  
nbcnews.com/politics/justi…

3,673 10:29 PM - May 16, 2019

2,175 people are talking about this

🏵Game, Set, Match🏵 

 

@aliasvaughn sums up the import of today’s revelations brilliantly:  

Ale
@aliasvaughn

1. I'm trying to digest the news quickly bc I've been away all day 
AND I just came back to MAJOR developments but essentially: 
Mueller's team has had enough of the BS and is unsealing 
evidence of obstruction AND conspiracy.

Tom Winter @Tom_Winter
BREAKING / NBC News: Ret. Lt. Gen. Michael Flynn told Special 
Counsel Mueller's Office about efforts to interfere "both before and 
after his guilty plea, where either he or his attorneys received 
communication from persons connected to the Administration or 
Congress...” (1/2)

3,402 10:27 PM - May 16, 2019

1,813 people are talking about this

🌶SpicyFiles🌶 

 

Flynn Case Update LORDY HE HAD TAPE(s) – Mad Dog PAC 
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Flynn Case Update LORDY HE HAD TAPE(s)
  As many of you may know earlier today I asked Claude to “tease out” the following
Flynn Update. For the record and should you be inclined... I’ve written 39+ entries
about: Flynn, Flynn Intel Group…

https://maddogpac.com/blogs/spicy-files/flynn-case-update

‼ Timeline O of J‼  

 

Breaking down the 140 pages detailing how Trump fought Mueller 

 

Over more than two years, Trump tried to pressure law enforcement officials, back-

channel to witnesses and deter inquiries into his murky relationship with Russia. 

Breaking down the 140 pages detailing how Trump fought Mueller
Over more than two years, Trump tried to pressure law enforcement officials, back-
channel to witnesses and deter inquiries into his murky relationship with Russia.

https://www.politico.com/story/2019/04/19/trump-stymie-russia-investigation-1282652

‼ New evidence (unsealed by Mueller) that Flynn aided the Obstruction Investigation:
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Kyle Cheney
@kyledcheney

JUST IN: MUELLER team unseals evidence that Flynn aided the 
obstruction invsetigation -- including providing testimony and a 
*voice mail* that "could have affected" his testimony.

9,127 9:31 PM - May 16, 2019

5,720 people are talking about this

‼ OBG‼  

 

2 White House Officials Ezra Cohen-Watnick and Michael Ellis Helped Give Nunes

Intelligence Reports 

2 White House Officials Helped Give Nunes Intelligence Reports
The revelation fueled criticism that Representative Devin Nunes has been too
eager to do the White House’s bidding, not run an independent investigation

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/03/30/us/politics/devin-nunes-intelligence-reports.html

Notice (Other), USA v. FLYNN, No. 1:17-cr-00232-1 (D.D.C. May 16, 2019) 

Notice (Other)
Notice (Other), USA v. FLYNN, No. 1:17-cr-00232-1 (D.D.C. May 16, 2019)

https://www.usatoday.com/documents/6007289-Notice-Other/

‼ Resource‼  

 

Report On The Investigation Into Russian Interference In The 

2016 Presidential Election 

 

Volume II of II 

 

Special Counsel Robert S. Mueller, III 
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Submitted Pursuant to 28 C.F.R. § 600.8(c) 

 

Washington, D.C. March 2019 

https://www.justice.gov/storage/report_volume2.pdf

There is more: 

 

Carol Leonnig
@CarolLeonnig

THERE'S MORE Judge Sullivan demands that public gets to 
learn everything Trump's lawyer John Dowd said in voice mail to 
Flynn's lawyer. In his calls, Dowd appeared to suggest it wasn't 
good idea for Flynn to cooperate, it would upset 
@realdonaldtrump  
 washingtonpost.com/politics/judge…

3,732 2:24 AM - May 17, 2019

2,013 people are talking about this

Judge orders public release of what Michael Flynn said in call …
The order calls for a public transcript of the call by the former national
security adviser that was a critical avenue in the Mueller probe.
washingtonpost.com

💣B O O M💣 

 

Judge confirms Trump associate Felix Sater gave feds Osama bin Laden’s telephone

number 

 

Felix Sater, who became an FBI informant after pleading guilty in a 1998 fraud

scheme, later helped drive talks for a potential Trump Tower Moscow. 

Judge confirms Trump associate gave feds Osama bin Laden’s number
Felix Sater who became an FBI informant after pleading guilty in a 1998 fraud
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Felix Sater, who became an FBI informant after pleading guilty in a 1998 fraud
scheme, later helped drive talks for a potential Trump Tower Moscow.

https://www.politico.com/story/2019/05/16/felix-sater-osama-bin-laden-trump-number-1…

💣Must Read Thread💣 

 

Agenthades
@Agenthades1

Wouldn't it be weird if Felix Sater's main Trump Tower Moscow 
contact was a foot soldier for Boris Nayfeld during the 90's 
Russian Mafia wars? 
 
Cc: @LincolnsBible @craigunger

260 5:52 PM - Apr 27, 2019

162 people are talking about this

‼ ICYMI‼  

 

U.S. Said to Have Tapes of Alleged 9/11 Mastermind Plotting With Co-Conspirators

#Rainfall “Decades of receipts” 😎 

U.S. Said to Have Tapes of Alleged 9/11 Mastermind Plotting With Co-C…
The existence of the tapes of discussions involving Khalid Shaikh Mohammed was
disclosed by defense lawyers in the case being tried at Guantánamo Bay.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/25/us/politics/9-11-khalid-shaikh-mohammed.html

Trump boasted that he “pointed” out Osama bin Laden before the 2001 World Trade

Center attacks in one of his books and chided former President Bill Clinton that he

“famously missed his shot” at killing the terrorist leader. 
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Trump boasts that he pointed out Osama bin Laden prior to 9/11
President Trump boasted on Monday that he "pointed" out Osama bin Laden
before the 2001 World Trade Center attacks in one of his books and chided former

President Clinton that he "famously missed his…

https://nypost.com/2018/11/19/trump-boasts-that-he-pointed-out-osama-bin-laden-prior…

Trump declares national emergency over IT threats 

Trump declares emergency over IT threats
The executive order to protect US networks from "foreign adversaries" is believed
to target Huawei.

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-48289550

House committee chairmen demand investigation into Russian oligarch’s (Oleg

Deripaska) 200 million investment in McConnell’s Kentucky 

House committee chairmen demand investigation into Russian oligarc…
Top Democrats on Thursday demanded a formal review of a major Kentucky
investment by a company controlled by a Russian oligarch linked to Vladimir Putin.
"Democratic lawmakers called on the Trump adm…

https://www.rawstory.com/2019/05/house-committee-chairmen-demand-investigation-i…

Ukraine Prosecutor Says No Evidence of Wrongdoing by Bidens 

 

Hunter Biden, Burisma not targets, despite Giuliani’s pleas 

 

Long-running investigation said to focus on another Ukrainian 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-05-16/ukraine-prosecutor-says-

no-evidence-of-wrongdoing-by-bidens

📌Sex crimes case tied to New Mexico  

 

Federal prosecutors are asking New Mexico victims of billionaire investor Jeffrey
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Federal prosecutors are asking New Mexico victims of billionaire investor Jeffrey

Epstein to come forward. 

Sex crimes case tied to New Mexico
Federal prosecutors are asking New Mexico victims of billionaire investor Jeffrey
Epstein to come forward.

https://www.krqe.com/news/new-mexico/sex-crimes-case-tied-to-new-mexico/1999278…

Barr: “Madam Speaker, did you bring your handcuffs?” 

 

Pelosi smiled and quickly threw some shade back at Barr, indicating that “the House

Sergeant at Arms was present at the ceremony should an arrest be necessary.” 

 

Barr asks Pelosi: 'Did you bring your handcuffs?'
Attorney General William Barr and House Speaker Nancy Pelosi crossed paths at
the U.S. Capitol, when the political rivals had an exchange for the ages.

https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/bring-handcuffs-attorney-general-barr-asks-speaker-p…

Rep. Jerry Nadler: "The president's policy now, the president's posture now is making

it impossible to rule out impeachment or anything else." 

Kyle Griffin
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@kylegriffin1

Rep. Jerry Nadler: "The president's policy now, the president's 
posture now is making it impossible to rule out impeachment or 

anything else." 
Via The Hill

5,180 4:05 PM - May 16, 2019

2,264 people are talking about this

Is Chelsea Manning’s involved in the mystery grand jury case?  

 

Could the mystery GJ case be the United States vs Wikileaks? 

 

If so, the case consists of charging Wikileaks with conspiring with Russia, including

Manning’s original leak. 

Chelsea Manning's Case Is Wikileaks
Chelsea Manning's case is Wikileaks, the case that will convict Trump. United
States vs. Wikileaks will show Manning lied at her Court Martial

https://patribotics.blog/2019/05/16/chelsea-mannings-case-is-wikileaks/

🏵Thread🏵 

 

Exposing the cover-up? 

 

Louise Mensch
@LouiseMensch

I'm just going to keep writing this until the rest of the media get it; 
Mueller said Trump *will* be found guilty. 
 
United States vs. Wikileaks. 
 
Chelsea Manning's Grand Jury is the 'Mystery Witness' case.  
 
Wikileaks and the GRU are co-conspirators. 
patribotics.blog/2019/05/16/che…

1,114 9:29 PM - May 16, 2019
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574 people are talking about this

Chelsea Manning's Case Is Wikileaks Wikileaks vs the United …
Chelsea Manning's Grand Jury isn't Assange - it's United States vs.
Wikileaks, the case that will convict Trump. She lied at her Court
patribotics.blog

Mueller Testimony to Congress Stalled by Executive-Privilege Claim 

Legal questions could limit special counsel from commenting on matters beyond

redacted version of his report 

Mueller Testimony to Congress Stalled by Executive-Privilege Claim
Special Counsel Robert Mueller’s appearance before a House panel has been
stalled partly due to discussions on whether the White House’s assertion of
executive privilege would limit his testimony, ac…

https://www.wsj.com/articles/mueller-testimony-to-congress-stalled-by-executive-privile…

Trump's tariffs are equivalent to one of the largest tax increases in decades 

Trump's tariffs are equivalent to one of the largest tax increases in dec…
A CNBC analysis of data from the Treasury Department ranks the combined $72
billion in revenue from all the president's tariffs as one of the biggest tax increases
since 1993.

https://www.cnbc.com/2019/05/16/trumps-tariffs-are-equivalent-to-one-of-the-largest-ta…

Trump has declared a national emergency to protect US computer networks from

"foreign adversaries". 

 

He signed an executive order which effectively bars US companies from using foreign

telecoms believed to pose national security risks. 

https://twitter.com/LouiseMensch/status/1129136819218649089
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Trump declares emergency over IT threats
The executive order to protect US networks from "foreign adversaries" is believed
to target Huawei.

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-48289550

Five more U.S. states sue OxyContin maker Purdue Pharma over opioid epidemic 

Five more U.S. states sue OxyContin maker Purdue Pharma over opioi…
Five U.S. states on Thursday filed lawsuits accusing Purdue Pharma LP of illegally
marketing and selling opioids, escalating the wave of litigation over a nationwide
abuse epidemic.

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-opioids-purdue-pharma-idUSKCN1SM1SV

The United States will not be joining the Christchurch Call for Action, a push by New

Zealand and France to encourage tech companies and countries to work together to

end the use of social media in acts of terrorism. 

Trump administration declines to join Christchurch Call to Action
The United States will not be joining the Christchurch Call for Action, a push by
New Zealand and France to encourage tech companies and countries to work
together to end the use of social media in a…

https://www.cnn.com/2019/05/15/politics/trump-administration-christchurch-call-to-actio…

When a case had political significance, I sometimes asked myself: how would I handle
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this matter if the party affiliations were reversed? 

 

That is the way I played it in Maryland. And it is the way I played it in Washington,

D.C.  

 

By Rod Rosenstein 

“I Was Always on the Same Team” – Rod Rosenstein – Medium
Thank you, Don. I am very grateful for your longstanding support. And I am very
happy to be back home in Maryland. I last spoke to this organization at your annual
dinner two years ago, almost to the…

https://medium.com/@rodjrosenstein/i-was-always-on-the-same-team-b16174f6e8c1

New book by Alan W Silberberg 

 

Bots Against US: The Ongoing Information War Against The United States 

https://www.amazon.com/Bots-Against-US-Ongoing-Information-

ebook/dp/B07QGH6M2P

Ex-MillerCoors VP gets 3 1⁄2 years in prison for fraud 

 

A judge said the trusted company veteran ‘gave in to greed,’ filing hundreds of phony

estimates and invoices. 

Ex-MillerCoors VP gets 3 1⁄2 years in prison for fraud
A judge said the trusted company veteran ‘gave in to greed,’ filing hundreds of
phony estimates and invoices.

https://chicago.suntimes.com/crime/2019/5/16/18628365/david-colletti-millercoors-frau…

Trump is set to unveil a plan Thursday to overhaul the U.S. immigration system with

a program developed by his son-in-law, Jared Kushner, that stands little chance of

passing Congress 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-05-15/trump-to-unveil-kushner-s-

immigration-overhaul-plan-on-thursday

https://medium.com/@rodjrosenstein/i-was-always-on-the-same-team-b16174f6e8c1
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Trump administration showers Brazilian crooks with $62M bailout money meant for

struggling U.S. farmers 

Trump administration showers Brazilian crooks with $62M bailout mon…
The Trump administration has forked over more than $62 million — taxpayer cash
that was supposed to be earmarked for struggling American farmers — to a
massive meatpacking company owned by a couple o…

https://www.nydailynews.com/news/politics/ny-trump-administration-bailout-farmers-br…

Angela Merkel says the postwar world order is over and calls for Europe to stand up

to China, Russia, and the US 

Angela Merkel says the postwar world order is over and calls for Euro…
"Simply stating that we've enjoyed seven decades of peace is no longer enough to
justify the European project," Merkel said.

https://www.businessinsider.com/angela-merkel-europe-should-unite-against-china-rus…

🏵Conrad Black/Epstein/Trump🏵 

 

Jay McKenzie
@JamesFourM

Whatever you do today, don't ask Conrad Black why he's in 
Jeffrey Epstein's black book. Definitely don't ask Donald Trump if 
that's why he pardoned Conrad Black yesterday either. They'd 
really hate that. 
 
h/t @soychicka

Jay McKenzie @JamesFourM
Replying to @JamesFourM @ConradMBlack
Why did Epstein need so many of your phone numbers, 
@ConradMBlack?  
 
I bet Seva knows.twitter.com/soychicka/stat…

https://www.nydailynews.com/news/politics/ny-trump-administration-bailout-farmers-brazilian-criminals-20190516-6rdb3ithvfec7fttem7qrny54y-story.html
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Committee Launches Investigation into Trump Administration’s Secret Ethics

Waivers 

Committee Launches Investigation into Trump Administration’s Secret…
Washington, D.C. (May 16, 2019)—Today, Rep. Elijah E. Cummings, the Chairman
of the Committee on Oversight and Reform, sent letters to the White House and 24
agencies requesting information about the…

https://oversight.house.gov/news/press-releases/committee-launches-investigation-int…

CFPB's Kraninger Says Edu Dept Is Blocking Student Loan Oversight 

 

The revelation, in a letter obtained by NPR, comes at the same time that lawsuits

allege that widespread wrongdoing by student loan companies is costing some

borrowers thousands of dollars. 

CFPB Chief Says Education Department Is Blocking Student Loan Ove…
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau's Kathy Kraninger says the department
is getting in the way of efforts to police the student loan industry. The revelation
comes in a letter obtained by NPR.

https://www.npr.org/2019/05/16/723568597/cfpb-chief-says-education-department-is-bl…

May to agree departure after latest Brexit deal bid 
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May to agree departure after latest Brexit deal bid

British Prime Minister Theresa May will set out a timetable for her departure in early
June after the latest attempt to get her Brexit deal approved by parliament, the
chairman of a powerful Conserva…

https://www.reuters.com/article/uk-britain-eu-idUSKCN1SM0TO

Treasury Targets Additional Individuals Involved in the Sergei Magnitsky Case and

Gross Violations of Human Rights in Russia 

https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/sm691

I.M. Pei, Master Architect Whose Buildings Dazzled the World, Dies at 102 

I.M. Pei, Master Architect Whose Buildings Dazzled the World, Dies at …
Mr. Pei, a committed modernist, was one of the few architects equally attractive to
real estate developers, corporate chieftains and art museum boards.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/16/obituaries/im-pei-dead.html

Donald Trump fully pardons former media mogul Conrad Black 

Donald Trump fully pardons former media mogul Conrad Black
White House cites biographies of presidents Franklin Roosevelt and Richard Nixon
as among accomplishments of Conrad Black, who was convicted of fraud and
obstruction of justice in 2007

https://www.theglobeandmail.com/world/us-politics/article-donald-trump-fully-pardons-f…

The Late-Term Abortion I Didn’t Want 

 

My baby was at risk for a terminal disease, and test results wouldn’t come in until the

second trimester. 
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By Molly Jong-Fast 

Opinion | The Late-Term Abortion I Didn’t Want
My baby was at risk for a terminal disease, and test results wouldn’t come in until
the second trimester.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-late-term-abortion-i-didnt-want-1543276878

With the Alabama Abortion Ban, Republicans Push to Challenge Roe v. Wade and

Strip Women of Their Rights 

 

With the Alabama Abortion Ban, Republicans Rule Embryos Are People (but Women

Aren’t) 

 

By MOLLY JONG-FAST 

With the Alabama Abortion Ban, Republicans Rule Embryos Are Peopl…
Within the past week Republicans have passed extreme abortion bans in Georgia,
Ohio, and Alabama in an explicit challenge to Roe v. Wade.

https://www.glamour.com/story/alabama-abortion-ban-roe-v-wade-womens-rights

Missouri Senate Republicans pass 8-week abortion ban 

Missouri Senate Republicans pass 8-week abortion ban
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Missouri Senate Republicans pass 8-week abortion ban
The bill was approved 24-10 on a party-line vote after hours of delay and
negotiations between Republicans and Democrats.

https://www.news-leader.com/story/news/politics/2019/05/16/mo-senators-unite-to-pas…

🏵Excellent Thread🏵 

 

Re: Aaron Banks - Cambridge Analytica, Brexit, TeamTrump & more... 

 

WaterBluSky
@MsMariaT

"Banks gave £450K to #Farage after Brexit vote" 
 
Pymts for Chelsea home, Land Rover, trips to US-including to 
meet Trump and RNCCLE 2016 pymts to US lobbyist Gerry 
Gunster  
 
Via "Rock Services Ltd" & "Southern Rock"  
 
Russia "Diamond mines" Banks 
  theguardian.com/politics/2019/…

97 5:55 PM - May 16, 2019

104 people are talking about this

Arron Banks 'gave £450,000 funding to Nigel Farage after Brex…
Tycoon provided Farage with Chelsea home, car and money to
promote him in US, Channel 4 News claims
theguardian.com

Poll says that 56% of Americans don't want kids taught Arabic numerals. We have

some bad news 

 

Arabic numerals. Which are, you know, the ones we use.  

Poll says that 56% of Americans don't want kids taught Arabic numera
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Poll says that 56% of Americans don t want kids taught Arabic numera…
Data can be soul-crushing. While sometimes numbers communicate exactly what
you’d like to hear, polling isn’t for the faint of heart, especially when it comes to
polls that reveal a lot about your pe…

https://www.dailykos.com/story/2019/5/13/1857360/-Poll-says-that-56-of-Americans-do…

GozNym an international crime gang which used malware to steal $100m from more

than 40,000 victims has been dismantled. 

 

A complex police operation conducted investigations in the US, Bulgaria, Germany,

Georgia, Moldova and Ukraine. 

International cyber-crime gang busted
Prosecutions are announced in four countries over the scam, which hit thousands
of bank accounts.

https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-48294788

Lindsey Graham introduces bill to extend detention of migrant children from 20 to

100 days - CBS News 

 

📌Who benefits? Private prisons.  

Lindsey Graham introduces bill to extend detention of migrant childre…
Graham's bill also calls for the hiring of 500 new immigration judges and would
force migrants to apply for asylum in their home country instead of at the border

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/lindsey-graham-introduces-bill-to-extend-detention-of-…

A newly tested North Korean short-range ballistic missile appears to be a copy of an

advanced Russian design that could greatly improve Pyongyang's ability to evade U.S.

missile defense systems, according to U.S. officials. 
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North Korea's newest missile appears designed to evade US defenses,…
A newly tested North Korean short-range ballistic missile appears to be a copy of
an advanced Russian design that could greatly improve Pyongyang's ability to
evade U.S. missile defense systems, acco…

https://taskandpurpose.com/north-korea-missile-test-us-defenses

Disguising Hate: How Radical Evangelicals Spread Anti-Islamic Vitriol on Facebook 

 

A small group of radical evangelical Christians is repurposing Facebook pages and

PACs to build a coordinated, pro-Trump network that spreads hate and conspiracy

theories. 

Disguising Hate: How Radical Evangelicals Spread Anti-Islamic Vitriol …
A small group of radical evangelical Christians is repurposing Facebook pages and
PACs to build a coordinated, pro-Trump network that spreads hate and conspiracy
theories.

https://www.snopes.com/news/2019/05/15/radical-evangelical-facebook/

Stacey Abrams is determined to end voter suppression and empower all people to

participate in our democracy. 

Opinion | Stacey Abrams: We Cannot Resign Ourselves to Dismay and…
As more people of color claim political power, efforts to block them will accelerate
— unless we act.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/15/opinion/stacey-abrams-voting.html
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📌Chelsea Manning Is Heading Back To Jail After Refusing Again To Testify About

WikiLeaks 

 

📌Manning was released for a week after the grand jury she had been subpoenaed to

testify before expired. A judge ordered her detained again on Thursday. 

Chelsea Manning Is Heading Back To Jail After Refusing Again To Test…
Manning was released for a week after the grand jury she had been subpoenaed to
testify before expired. A judge ordered her detained again on Thursday.

https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/zoetillman/chelsea-manning-back-jail-wikileaks-…

Deutsche Bank AG “must have known” that fees it was paying for deals with the

Dutch housing firm Stichting Vestia were being used for bribes, according to the man

(Arjan Greeven) who received those fees -- and has since confessed to bribery. 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2019-05-15/deutsche-bank-had-to-

know-about-bribes-says-man-who-paid-them

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

 

Medieval manuscript code 'unlocked' by Bristol academic  

 

The Voynich manuscript is a handwritten and illustrated text carbon-dated to the

mid-15th Century 

 

H/T @Pinche_Pi  

Medieval manuscript code 'unlocked'
The document stumped Alan Turing and the FBI before being "deciphered" by a
research assistant.

https://www.bbc.com/news/uk-england-bristol-48284012

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 
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Center for Bio Div
@CenterForBioDiv

The wings of blue morpho butterflies are iridescent blue — but 
contain absolutely no blue pigment! The color is achieved by tiny 
scales on the wings that have ridges, ribs and other structures 
that play with the physics of light at the nanoscale to reflect only 
bright blues.

463 8:10 PM - May 15, 2019

197 people are talking about this

🌿#PAM #PAMFAM🌿 

Angie Karan Ⓥ 
@angie_karan

Does anyone have a caption for this picture. What are your 
thoughts?
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H/T @JillianOhana 

Paul Bronks
@SlenderSherbet

"see, this is exactly why we don't ask you to go out with us 
anymore, Gary"

29.2K 10:34 AM - May 16, 2019

8,657 people are talking about this

🌳Breathe🌳 

 

Wow! Whatta difference a day makes!  

 

Finally some push back - go Mueller! There are tapes re O of J & transcripts of chats

with RUs! 

 

But patience folks, we need more info to come to light (shock & awe) b/4 we fully pull

the Impeachment trigger. It’s coming!
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🌳Breathe🌳 

 

I know the last few weeks have been excruciating as we watched the mobsters flout

the Rule of Law.  

 

Silly mobsters, truth always seeks light. 

 

Try to rise above, but keep fighting re the emotional terrorism ops re abortion &

immigration & ignore the ops bashing DEMs
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🌳Breathe🌳 

 

DEMs know much more info needs unsealed so we can all see the depth & breadth of

criminality perpetrated by TeamTrump. 

 

The cover up is immense and continuing. 

 

The status quo must change as it did with Watergate/Nixon. 

 

Then it is go time! 🍿💣🍿
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Huge shout out to #TeamNutShellReport #TeamPatriot TY! @pleasesaveour

@kim585 @mikes_booh @SuzanneWinland @McSercy @anathymadevice @starree

@smp0312 @BelievnTheDream @geekgirlden @leesgirl9 @Texdj123 @tbrennan666

@modernhomesla @LouiseMensch @MelissaJPeltier @FelisDave
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@threadreaderapp unroll please and TY!  

 

#NutShellReport 

#ThePatriotTimes 

 

Apologies in advance if I don’t respond to your reply- my notifications clog & don’t

load. DM me or @ me again to get my attn if important. Thank you. 

 

May 16, 2019 

 

Rest well #TeamPatriot #USVIA
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